The authors show that certain Bazilevic functions are spiral-like. Then the authors study the growth and Hardy classes of those special functions.
Introduction.
I. E. Bazilevic [2] gave an explicit construction for a class of functions analytic and univalent in the unit disc D (see also [10] ).
His result was as follows. We shall now show that
thus contradicting the assertion / e ß(a + iß). By (3), (4) can be written as Theorem-3. // a' + iß' = t(a + iß), t > 1, then B(a + iß) C B(a + iß').
Proof. Since / is y-spiral-like (a + iß = (a2 + /32)1/2e¿r), One can easily verify that apart from a constant factor, this defines an analytic branch of the formula (6). By (9) we may write Finally, we leave the verification of (C) to the reader. Remark 2. Note that if we divide (2) by (a + ß ) and let a + iß-xx along the ray te1 the classes B(a + iß) "tend" to the full class of y-spiral-like functions.
If we also let a + iß->°° in Theorem 4, we find that A = X(a, ß)->(2cos y)~ ; and this is precisely the Hardy class result
